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Winter Park. Fla., December 20. 180.1.

A Final Editor's Note
. . . Rex Beach, J. C. Penney, Fred Stone, Henry Westinghouse,
Thomas Edison, Annie Russell, Jane Addams, Cordell Hull,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, William Knox, Richard Byrd, Henry
Luce, Arthur Hays Sulzberger, Carl Sandburg, Alexander De
Seversky, Edwin Granberry, Willard Wattles, William O. Douglas,
Mary McLeod Bethune, Edward R. Murrow, Harry S. Truman,
Arthur Enyart, Paul Douglas, Mary Pickford, Theodore Donah,
Lillian Gish, F. S. C. Northrup, James Cagney, Buckminster
Fuller, Sir Harold Mitchell, General David Sarnoff, Walter
Cronkite, Max Wylie, Werner von Braun . . .
During Parents-Alumni Weekend, we think it fit that we review
this list of names and consider its importance. All of these people
have been connected with Rollins College, either intimately or
from afar, and all are the recipients of honorary doctorates from
the College. By no means complete, this list is more than just a
lot of names, for all these men and women stand out as important
and integral figures in the history of the College and the history
of the world for their respective contributions to the humanities,
arts, sciences, politics, and commerce. The width and breadth of
their intellectual and moral integrity is indeed immeasurable; and
for institutions of higher learning, intellectual and moral integrity
are, ultimately, what it's all about. To these figures from the past
and present, we offer our thanks and ask for guidance.
This issue of the Sandspur is a somewhat gentle attempt loosely to recapture the trials and tribulations as well as the joys and
exaltations of the College as recorded from December 20, 1894,
to May 22, 1973, on the pages of the Sandspur. The clippings
included were chosen for their historical perspective, their human
interest, and their enduring qualities. We do not necessarily claim,
however, that this issue is either an accurate or a complete chronicle of Rollins; it is the Sandspur, for better or for worse.
With the next Editor taking over in April, this is the last issue
of which I am Editor-in-Chief. I must say that the experience has
been both exuberating and exhausting, as well as highly educational. My naivete last September notwithstanding, I believe that
I have learned more this year than I thought possible - about the
College, about myself, about the meaning and endurance of
friendship, and about responsibility. My staff, my friends, and I
were so full of ambition and hope at the beginning of the year
that it was hard to keep pace with the lopsided ratio of crashing
failures to moderate successess. But we made it, much to our sur-

No. I

prize, and somehow all the trivial battles - whether won or lost seem to have been worth it.
Little more remains to be said at this juncture of the road,
except that I would like to thank the following people, all of
whom made it both possible and worthwhile: Fred Lauten,
Donald Wilson, Site Carson, Jeffrey Storer, Richard Reinhart,
Kathy Hurd, David Watson, Fran Goldstein, Katie Curtin, Bill
Loving, Molly Elkins, Dorothy Arnold, Gary Williams, Stella
Pollard, Jane Fletcher, Ma & Pa, and countless others.
And finally, I would like to dedicate this issue to three men
whose stimulation, inspiration, and shining examples have guided
me through the year. To Ted Darrah, Gil Klein, and Mike Del
Colliano, thanks.
— Peter Andrew Turnbull
Editor-in-Chief
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W e look forward to C o m m e n c e m e n t with conflicting emotions of joy
and sadnv>>. T h e pleasant a c q u a i n t a n c e s formed d u r i n g t h e y e a r a r e t o
cease for four m o n t h s in some '\ases, in O t h e r s , forever; W e leave t h e
a r d u o u s work of the past year to r e s u m e o u r pleasant relations at h o m e .
Some of us.no never a g a i n t o r e t u r n to o u r beloved A l m a Mater. I t is to
these that c o m m e n c e m e n t a s s u m e s the sadder aspect; for n o w h e r e on
cat th can ever he found more sociable and h a r m o n i o u s e n v i r o n m e n t s
than in the college. Leaving college, with its duties a n d toil more t h a n
counterbalanced by pleasure, some must go out to face the world and enter the never e n d i n g battle for life a m o n g men of all classes a n d conditions.
.And. looking over the t u m u l t o u s h u m a n sea, you will find t h e
Rollins men teased about ju seemingly hopeless confusion with t h e
myriad other s t r u g g l e r s .
Hut amid the vast e x p a n s e of d a s h i n g waves
and ' w h i t e c a p s . " you may discern an occasional c a p of blue-and gold
rolling tar above the s u r r o u n d i n g mass, destined soon to rise to noble
height and become the ruling N e p t u n e .
T o such aspiring friends the S a n d - S p u r bids a fond but sad laivwcV..
To ill we wish the happiest vacation our beautiful land can afford.

MEMORIES OF ROLLINS.
(rirt found by fair Virginia
Beloved Rollins lies ;
In memory's heart reflected,
Shine back thou happy flays.
And watching each dim picture
Float by in visions slow,
\\Y live anew the schooldays
The Florida suns below.
We think once more of Rollins,
With longing and with tears,
Our college home seems faded
In the swift rush of years.
IJefore us stands the tower,
Once more the hell we hear
Arousing us from rev'ries,
In accents loud and clear.
Gone are those busy hours
With hopes so bright and true,
The visions also vanish
While we our ta^ks renew.
Hut if to schools beloved
Should lasting fame belong.
We all do well to honor
Dear Rollins in our son*:.

The LNS collective needs staff.
LIBERATION NEWS SERVICE is a work collective of eleven people — two-thirds of whom
are women. Twice a week we produce newspackets that supply copy and graphics from a
radical perspective to alternative newspapers throughout the country and abroad.
We have lots of work to do, but never enough people to do it. Right now we're
looking for people who want to become full-time members of LNS either 1n the editorial
or graphics departments. Editorial people write articles from scratch, edit material
that comes to the office, call people to get them to write stories, and select articles
to reprint. Graphics people take photos, create line graphics and collages, and select
graphics from the hundreds of papers that come 1n the mall.
We'd especially like to encourage women to get in touch with us. Experience woul d
be helpful, but we're pretty flexible. If you don't mind long hours and low pay, wr1 te
or call us.

LIBERATION NEWS SERVICE
160 Claremont Ave., New York, NY 10027

212 • 749-2200

W e have heard over and over again the
raptures of tourists who admire, and rightly,
the beautiful chain of lakes about Winter Park.
Certainly there could he no fiaer situation for
a college than that occupied by Rollins. T o
live for eight months of each year within sight
of such scenery, is an education in itself.
But with the eye of youth for amusement,
we feel that there are more advantages in our
location than those of beauty alone. T h i n k of
the bathing, of the possibilities in the way of
rowing and sailing ! T h e r e might be the most
excit n g races between picked crews, or rival
sailboats. It would be no small item in the
latter to reckon on the wind, which usually
changes just in time for the home-stretch, or to
remember that if Lake Virginia is still, its
companion, Osceola, is usuilly ruffled by a
strong breeze.

YVr; have noticed a new era in the construction of sidewalks. Rollins is taking the lead
in tins direction as is evident to all who have
occasion to use the new saw-dust walk.
It
seehis very proper for a school to take the initiative in any line of progress, but we can not
see from a business stand point how the College can be so generous or self-sacrificing.
Philanthropy which discriminates should be
condemned even if it proceeds from the loftiest
of motives. Hence we cannot encourage generosity which gives the preference to one sex.
However we suppose the action can be accounted for on the ground t h a t it is axiomatic
for boarding-schools to give hash for board.

VSprtng

As to picnics, the standard amusement of
Rollins students, there are any number of
beautiful places on the shores of the various
lakes, only waiting to be explored.
As if all this were not enough, there are
natural waterways connecting the lakes from
here to the St. Johns, and they tell us that no
more delightful trip could be imagined than
an exploring tour, in t h a t direction. We are
not yet making use of the lakes as we should.
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FOOTWEAR

Style,
L

W h e n you're ready lor the new styles, you can't
afford to overlook our

Oxf(.>it)s and S1 ippers.
|

You could not wish for better styles and m o r e goodness
and pur prices arc reasonable- Call and see what we
have to o i k / you,
E . G. D U C K W O R T H

(®. C O . ,

fEET FITTERS.

O r i « f * d o . I'•'"!«.

GRADUATES OF 1900.
COI.LKOK D K O R K K O F B A C H K L O R O F

ARTS:

Norman Lockyer Baker. Thesis, " T h e Dynamo as a Factor in
Modern Civilization."
- -^
John Harold Dale. Thesis, " E x a m p l e s of G^ea>u%Ssi,"
Louis Atwater Lyman. Thesis. "Commerce and Resources of
South America."
Arthur Maxon. Thesis, " T h e Futility and Effect of H u m a n
Effort."
. *'
•
PKKI'ARATORY SCHOOL CKRTIITCATK.

Elizabeth Xcale Acheson.
Morgan Lewis Brett.
Ralph Littlefield Evernden.
Mary Alleeti Hardaway.
Jennie Florence Robinson.
Harry Coffin Thompson.

[

Margaret Allison Acheson.
H a n s Ford Evernden.
Mary Seymour Guernsey.
Tinnie Lewis Price.
Orin Winslow Sadler, Jr.
Mabel Pauline Tilden.

Bt S I X K S S S C H O O L , S H O R T H A N D . C F R T I F I C A T K .

Mamie Louise Blue.
Charles Alexander McMurray.
BisiNKss S C H O O L , C O M M K R C I A L , C F R T I F I C A T K .
Use Matilda Devoe.
Karl Bert Foster.
Mabel Frances Jameson.
George William Scobie.
Robert Lee Wheeler,
SCHOOL OF A R T , RKOFLAR

CKRTIFICATK.

Claude Carlos Washburn.

/^VN
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Unison & Jordin
Restaurant

Vour parents deserve the best.
WYMORE ROAD
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

862-4410
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y o u r work if you have it d o n e by

GEO. A. BARKER
Paper Hanging, Decorating,
House and Sign Painting
PINE STREET.

ORLANDO. FLA
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CONCERTS.

1. Come late.
2. Leave early.
3. Wear creaky boots, and make your entrance and exit at pp
passages.
4. Encore everybody.
5. Converse with your friends; only a narrow mind is unsocial
while music is being performed.
to. Instrumental music may be i g n o r e d ; it is generally meant as
an accompaniment to conversation.
7. Violin m u s t : is an exception to the above rule. Listen attentively; open your 'mouth at the softest passages; the more you d o n ' t hear
it. the finer it is.
i.
s. Be wary lest you applaud too soon at very soft endings.
Watch
the performer; if it is a soprano, she will shut her m o u t h ; if it is a
\i<dini>t, he will flourish his bow: then you may safely stamp, whistle,
c a p . shout " b r a v o . " " b r a v e e , " " b r a v a h , " or a n y t h i n g you like.
o. Loud endings are also to be applauded, but you need not wait
for the end. A> soon as the singer hits the high note—go it !
i... Changes in program are frequently made; he non-committal.
11. T h e r e a*e many European modes of applause. Always use
* e^v \-\ pie:"c:\n:e to the American manner. Shout " b i s , " " b r a v a , "
"encore.'." etc., and s nnebody may mistake you for a great kanoozer
(connoisseur),
1:
You inav hum the tunes if you know them. You may also
h u m th' m if you don't know them, but the former method is, on the
w i i o ' e . to be preferred.

1'y. It may be possible that you do not own the hall, singer, or.he>tfa and audience, but there is no harm in acting as if you did.
: 4. W a g your head.
15. Heat tune with your feet.
10. Paste these rules in voui hat or bonnet.

Boating Song
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A flame of beauty the cardinal Hies:
What cheer? what cheer? what cheer? he cries;
T'sweet! sweet! sweet! m y heart replies;
Rollins forever!
Blue are the waters down below,
And full of shadows where we row,
Sometimes of moonlight too, you know;
Rollins forever!
Gold grows on the trees for us,
Golden apples of Hesperus;
Nor dragon to keep them a w a y from us;
Rollins forever!
The "mocker" he chaffs and laughs at us,
And jokes and scoffs and scolds at us;
•Eftsoons he'll learn to sing w i t h us
Rollins forever!
Forever Rollins t h y Blue and Gold
Our hearts and minds shall steadfast hold,
As the sun in the heavens or the stars untold;
Rollins forever!
F. k. i..

.1 «r
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IDEALS OF '18

A Sophomore knows just where to go.
Around their stone and sacred tree
To renew their vows unto thee,
Still to cherish, love forever
Dearest Rollins, Alma Mater.

(By Alfred J. Hanna '18)
There have been many classes to enter the historic walls of Rollins Coli F a i r friends of wisdom's
Grecian
lege but none more palpitant with
[
mould,
energy, none more eminently capable
I True as soldiers brave and bold.
and particularly well fitted to assimIn the poet's most thrilling swell
ilate, preserve and propagate
the
| Your friendship doth our love compel.
ideals which prevade the atmosphere
! Students bound in bojids most strong
of the campus than t h a t number of
Then let this ever be your song:
students who, on the 30th day of
Cherished now and loved forever
September, 1914, joyously and enDearest Rollins, Alma Mater.
thusiastically became members of the
A. D. ENYART.
great Rollins family. There was no
provincialism, no sectionalism, no
narrowness, manifested in the actions
R E C I P E FOR DEAN E N Y A R T
or desires of t h a t body of students
who organized during the year the j What the Sophomores Think of the
Class of 1918 of Rollins College. '
Dean
They were true Americans.
(With apologies to Lowell)
The magic spell of the beautiful To a true faithful heart add wisdom
campus, of the incomparable Florida
and zeal,
climate, and the Christian
family Throw in all of refinement minus its
idea had their effect. How could it
chill,
have been otherwise?
A fairyland With the whole of t h a t partnership's
had opened its doors; did not the
stock and good will;
recipients owe loyalty at least to such Mix well and while stirring
a benefactor?
The always present
o'er as a spell,
purpose "to promote unity and loyalty The fine old Bostonian; simmer it
to the institution" was embodied
well,
within the constitution.
Sweeten just to your own private likThis expressed
purpose has not
ing. Don't strain
been a written nonentity; it has been For only the very best heart will rethe stimulus which has aroused the
main.
campus. Traditions have been revived; Let bask in affection till these lines
traditions have been begun; an unare read
restrained, an unstemmed passion for From the worshipping Sophomores,
irreproachably high ideals has emanrespecting lies "head,"
ated from the souls of '18. Its mes- And you'll find a choice value exsage to its fellows has been a zealtremely smart
ous earnestness for hard work; the Neither English or
German—Just
doing of it has been characterized by Dean E n y a r t .
ecstasy.
— T H E SOPHOMORE CLASS.
(Volume

18, Issue 9, February 5,

1916)

custom framing
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Another came her wisdom to impart
In various ways beside the teaching art.

Good Svirroundings
Health
Culture
Order

Beauty
Greatness

Fine estates

Orange groves.

Good roads

Good sidewalks

Electric lights

Shaded avenues

High land

Two railroads

Pure water

Progressive spirit

Stately pines

Thrifty oaks

Golf Links

A park-like town

A chain of delightful lakes.
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T H E FLUNK.

O

thou most hopeless being in creation,
Most witless of all mortals on this bubble,
Most foolish spendthrift of thy time! W h a t trouble
Giv'st thou to all thy friends! W h a t consternation
T o thy preceptors! Knowledge is all a muddle
In thy noddle; "Exams" do thee befuddle;
And zeros mark thy path of vol i tat ion.
" I t takes all sorts of folks to make a world," —
And doubtless those do some small part fulfill,
Whose best reports bear never more than K's;
But I should feel most sad, and truly hurled
T o deep despair,—indeed, 'twould make me ill
To think I could not get the A - B - C ' s .
•.t«.>;i.;«ur..ji».t ; ' i u r « M l ^
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FRESHMAN

R ULES

1. That when at school, Winter Park, or in Orlando, all Freshmen
hoys will be expected to wear a black tie, and a rat cap. The girls shall
wear around their left ankel a piece of green ribbon, and shall also wear
a rat cap. When the cap is not on the head it shall be kept in a conspicuous place. The caps shall be worn straight on the head, and shall
not be accompanied with other decorations. In case the cap is lost a
new cap must be obtained immediately, and some sort of hat or cap
worn in the meantime.
2. Freshmen shall at all times show proper respect for those
superior in rank by touching the button of his cap, and speaking.
3.

He shall do errands for upperclassmen when requested.

4. N o freshman at any time shall cross the campus green, cut cor'
ners of campus walks, or use the portion of the walk between the corner
by Knowles Hall and Chase.
5. Freshmen shall have no dates at night except on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights.
6. Freshmen shall attend all college activities, and shall take prominent part in cheering.
7. Freshmen are to remember their place on the campus, and are
requested to refrain from boisterous ways, and habits. He should dress
in a conservative manner.
8. Freshmen are expected to meet breakfast, and are not to use
alarm clocks under any consideration. He should also attend church as
much as once each Sunday.
9. Rat Court will be held as often as necessary. All Freshmen
shall attend unless excused by a member of the committee. Those brea\'
ing rules are subject to wor\ on campus or other duties or penalties
according to discretion of committee by permission of administration.
(Volume
1916)

N*i

28, Issue 4, October 15,
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(Volume 31, Issue 34, May 31, 1929)
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A PROCLAMA TION
"By the President of the United States of America,
"A proclamation."
"I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United
States of America, do set aside and appoint Thursday, the 30th day of November, 1933, to be a day of
Thanksgiving for all our people.
"May we on that day in our churches and in our
homes give humble thanks for the blessing bestowed
upon us during the year past by Almighty God. May
we recall t h e courage of those who settled a wilderness, the vision of those who founded the nation, the
steadfastness of those who in every succeeding generation have fought to keep pure the ideal of equality
of opportunity and hold clear the goal of mutual help
in time of prosperity as in time of adversity.
"May we ask guidance in more surely learning the
ancient t r u t h t h a t greed and selfishness and striving
for undue riches can never bring lasting happiness
or good to the individual or to his neighbors.
"May we be grateful for the passing of dark days;
for the new spirit of dependence on one another; for
the closer unity of all parts of our wide land; for
the greater friendship between employers and those
who toil; for a clearer knowledge by all nations that
we seek no conquests and ask only honorable engagements by all peoples to respect the lands and rights of
their neighbors; for the brighter day to which we can
win through by seeking the help of God in a more unselfish striving for the common bettering of mankind.
"In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

I

(Signed) "FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
I
- • • — • • — » •_ i

(Volume 38, Issue 10, November 29,
1933)
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Sensational Journalism
ANOTHER ESCAPE
The escape of John Dillinger,. sometimes
known as America's last big, bad man,
from an Indiana jail where he was incarcerated pending trial on charges of holdup
and murder marks another step in the
current fiasco of American justice.
Granted that Dillinger is by virtue of
experience unusually adept in matters relating to evasion of the law and hence that
he may be regarded as a "problem child"
by any institution, the circumstances surrounding his recent disappearance from
behind the bars point to serious weakness
in our administration of punishment—
weaknesses of a type that are becoming increasingly obvious.
Briefly, John Dillinger hoodwinked the
law either by sheer bravado or by cleverly
duping officials into permitting his runaway scarcely a week before the date set
for his trial. "Terrorizing" the guards in
the reputedly escape-proof Lake County
jail with a wooden pistol whittled in his
cell, the notorious killer laughed at their
fear as he made his getaway.
As this is written the police are "combing the cities", their "dragnets are out",
and authorities are momentarily expecting
to report the desperado's capture. Combs,
dragnets, and reports are in this case ridiculously unimportant factors beside the
loose operation of one certain jail. Whether
the fault is one of simple inefficiency or of
open bribery, as has been suspected but not
confirmed, the effect is the same and
serves to spotlight an inexcusable shortcoming in our prison system.
E. G. J.
Another Escape

No matter what King Edward does, he will
oe criticized. It is most discouraging that
people must be this way.
The way this affair has been played up
in the newspapers is a disgrace to American
journalism. Certain newspapers are the
worst offenders. One of this type is The
Orlando Sentinel.
This local paper has sensationalized every
phase of the situation. Had it done its jot
well, we might not have been so critical. But
The Orlando Sentinel cannot and should not
try to be sensational.
In the first place, their approach is incorrect, for they do not have sufficient news
to sensationalize. Secondly, the editors hav<
picked the wrong material to paint in rec
letters.
The Orlando Sentinel has an excellent op
portunity to be a good newspaper and serve
a large territory. It is rather pitiful tha
the editors fail to see this point, and run
what might be beneficial to a large numbe:
of people.
(Volume 42, Issue 11, December 9,
1936)
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Gre£g Breaks Into Frint
The publicity office and friends of Jess Gregg will be gla
to know that his story "Grand Finale" will finally appear i
print. It can be read in the February issue of Esquire which i
issued tqday. From Esquire, the Magazine for Men, the Sane
spur received advance tear sheets of the story and a lette
signed by a woman on the Esquire staff concerning the storj
Jess, now known as Ashton, was graduated last year fror
Rollins. For the last three years he has been a prolific write
for the Flamingo and the Sandspur. His comedies, satires, an
occasional more serious stories have been great favorite
with the Rollins students. He climaxed his last year by bein;
editor of the Flamingo. Jess was no less active on the Rollin
stage, where he produced some of his own one-act plays am
took part in many of the Student Players' productions. Jes,
was also clever with a paint brush, and many of his painting:
which are still hanging in the K.A. game room have shockec
many austere visitors.
"The Grand Finale" appeared in the fall issue of the Flam
ingo in 1939. We hope to see a lot more of his stories in th<
future, and also hope that his success may be a good omen foi
many of the present Rollins writers.
Although the most recent Rollins writer to have a storj
oublished in a national magazine, Gregg is not the first. Sallj
MacCaslin, present editor of the Flamingo, had a story in Har
jer's Bazaar last summer, and many others in the past hav<
>een successful. Dr. Grover and Dr. Holt can regale any will
ng listener with long lists of names of former editors of th«
Collins publications who have had books, short stories, an<
x>ems published. To anyone who digs into the matter, it woul«
eem that these publications are excellent training ground,
or the future writers of America. The sense of evaluation
he executive training, the study of excellent manuscripts
md the high standards maintained all are aids to anyone wh
ntends to write either for a living or for pleasure. They ar
aluable, as a matter of fact, for anyone, writer or not. It is .
redit to the administration and to the students here tha
uch a small college can show such an active interest in thes
hings.
Editors aren't the only ones who benefit from this activity
he business managers, the advertising commissioner, an
he. staffs share in the advantages and the honors cast upo
n<m by the illustrious works of their predecessors. We ar
»oud to be an integral part of such a system, and know tha
\u- other members of the Publications Union are, too. W
"!><- that as many of the new students who have the abilit
nd the desire to share in what we now hold. It isn't hare

Gregg Breaks...

(Volume 47, Issue 11, January 14,
1942)

Ic«»Mins is .\t \\ ar
•< is .-it war. I!y the time thai yo.i
iv have happened, as far as tin
ii events arc far beyo'w' the con
:• who thigh) !••• reading the Sandspur. There a n
,'-. h.iwever. the direct results of thi* war situation
h many of those who will see this will have somi
it' conlr'ol. Thiisf events will take place here at Ro]
as'in
-••me ol- them hail already begun to make themselve.i\:Vit:nt on Siiniia>' night, six hours after the aimoiliicement
•;i..t the nation hail hcconie a belligerent.
Wars have a peculiar effect on a College. Ask any man who
••.a- in .uie in April. 1917. This effect will begin to show itself
hi distinctive trends almost immediately. Most obvious, of
course, will lie a dearth of men 21 and over. The rumour-mill
lias already depleted the campus of at least half of the eligible
males. Presumably, the additional urge of a declaration of war
will inspire all draft boards to let themselves go and yank in
i very male with two legs and more than one a r m . Next year
ihi'y had 'better reduce the unit cost fee for men from $1,150
• •r wherever it is now to about $500. not counting deductions
lor good behavior. That way they might get enough men to
nil Chase Hall, and they could turn the fraternity houses into
sorority houses or tea rooms or places for the winter visitors
to lecture to each other on the progress of the war which t h e
former residents of the fraternity houses will presumably be
lighting by that time. The Rollins Center could be turned into
a bandage-rolling room and t h e r e t h e young ladies of t h e
Rollins Seminary could do their bit for national defense.
This may be a slight exaggeration, but we don't imagine
that the Administration will be much bothered by t h e problem of where to put all t h e excess of Phi Delts or Lambda
Chis that can't be fitted into their respective f r a t e r n i t y houses
next year.
.More subtle forces than draft boards a r e already a t work.
A war psychology is building up. Not t h e hysterical, warmongering psychology t h a t Mr. Liberman and Burtie Wheeler are so, so afraid of. Not at Rollins. Rollins works j u s t t h e
other way. Whenever the rest of t h e country gets excited,
Rollins j u s t says " w h a t the hell" twice instead of once and
skips both classes on S a t u r d a y instead of only B period. And
that, in a nutshell, is the problem t h a t m u s t be faced by t h e
Administration, the faculty, and above all by t h e students,
during t h e months and years t h a t a r e ahead.
The development of a devil-take-the-hindmost indifference
is th n1 st serious force facing t h i s College today. And it
will
as surely as t h e bear came over t h e mountain unless a t at deal more is done to counteract t h e influences
that are leading to it t h a n Rollins has shown itself capable
of in t h e past. There has never beer a concerted effort a t a n y
time to reach the basis of the problem t h a t was variously
labelled "lack of school spirit," the "country club" reputation,
etc. It is all part and parcel of the same problem—the general
indifference of the "typical" Rollins student to life in general
and education in particular.
If education has seemed a trivial thing in t h e past, how can
it possibly be expected to occupy even a minor position in t h e
interests of t h e " s t u d e n t " body when they are confronted by
the immediate issue of life-and-death? A world in which men
are killing each other does not create an atmosphere t h a t is
conducive to the orderly conduct of life's small affairs, t h e
least of which is the acquisition of an "education."
Now. of course, is the time when those who have persisted
this far will rise up enmasse and cry, "So w h a t ? What do we
do about i t ? " And rightly so.
Vet. we can propose no panacea, no magic formulae for t h e
-olution of the problems of morale and spirit. There m a y be
some, but we have yet to meet them. The situation calls most!.v for the exercise of great wisdom by those possessed of it,
by those possessed of the responsibilities t h a t go with it. If
Rollins College was ever governed wisely, now must be the
time for those endowed with t h a t native shrewdness that
makes men leaders to employ it to its fullest.
Rollins will pass through trying times, is passing through
•hem now. although the student body may not be generally
aware of some parts of the situation yet. J u s t as the whole
• >iiil is coming to a fork in the road where-one direction or
'he other mu<t lx> chosen, so is Rollins soon to face a definite
•:'••« i-i"t:. For wj.thin the next few years this college will be••': >'• iM-in-r a playboy's paradise, the country club t h a t the
• ': l.a always thought it to be. or it will become an iiisti' • " : ''-!.'• li.i'Tt -led in (lie accomplishment of some•'• - ; ••'•-• r ^ a t something may be. Libra might gripe
:-•.'..•.•

.,'•••::•

1 " ;ni. < I S
Hill
fed.

Rollins is at War
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girls!
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before
they
get in
your hair!

The earth shattering noise from this purse-fitting horn
gives you the protection you've been looking for against
muggers and rapists. Just snap two penlight batteries into
this amazing new Vigilant Alarm and you're ready. No
wires required. Complete package includes super simple
instructions showing how the Alarm can also be easily
installed on windows or doors. GET V I G I L A N T BEFORE
THEY GET YOU.
SUPPLY L I M I T E D . . . . M A I L T H I S COUPON T O D A Y !
Send me
of Vigilant Burglar Alarms
I enclose $5.00 for each Vigilant A l a r m .
Family Jewels Ltd.
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)ismissals Roc
EDITORIAL

TN THIS SANDSPUR EXTRA

Vote Of No Confidence
Paul A. Wagner.has lost the confidence of the students. He has
lost the faith of the faculty. In times of crisis a leader who has
lost the trust of his followers is useless.
The only way to regain that lost confidence is for President Wagner
to consult immediately with the emergency boards of students, faculty,
i.nd alumni and consider seriously their proposals. The President has
given no indication that he is Willing even to consider the plans of
faculty or students. In fact, he and the trustees walked out of Sunday's mass meeting at the very moment when the students were about
to present their plans.
Unless he shows a willingness to reconsider the wholesale firing
of faculty while weighing the merits of the two student plnns, the
President is a liability to this college.
Hal Suit, student leader

We entreat and pray that Dr. Wagner find the courage, the clear
sight not only to save us from this crisis but also to assert a positive
leadership. If he does not he may find himself president of a college
with 4,000 alumni, 26 trustees, no faculty, and no students

Background Story of Faculty Dismissals and
Student Reaction
Chronological Report of Student Mass Meeting
Sunday
List of Faculty Members Fired
Action of Student. Steering Committee
Report of Sunday Faculty Meeting
State and National Publicity
Picture Coverage of Sunday's Mass Meeting
Editorial Comment

Late Flashes
Starr Calls In
Legal Assistance

Right now students, faculty, administration and alumni are united
in a warm family spirit of unequalled enterprise, courage, and opSpeaking to his English class this
timism Only Paul Wagner stands aloof, lonely in the shadows of morning, Dr. Nathan Comfort Starr
said, "I charge the Administration
distrust
with irresponsibility and gross misToday, all too many faculty and students feel that behind the judgment. . . This is a wound inteady smile is an iron hand that cares little for the spirit of democracy flicted on the faculty that can never
The President has failed in the ideals he stated in his inaugural be healed. . . My first effort is readdress Said the President on that occasion, "I would like to ac- instatement. I am working on that
now with legal assistance."
knowledge the great personal debt of gratitude I owe . . .
"To the splendid faculty of Rollins College who share by their
vote the tremendous responsibility of keeping my future steps in the
same direction aa my worthy predecessor . . .
iHorton, Council president

"To the students, who in the final analysis are the sole reason
for the existence of any college president . . ."
We students, Dr. Wagner, who are the sole reason for your existence here, have lost all confidence in you.
Please promptly regain it!

The Way Out
A committee of students has proposed an unheard of thing at
Rollins. They have suggested that we students share some of the
everyday maintenance work of the college, to suve money by pouring
a little of our own sweat into the task that lies ahead.
A receptive and intelligent administration would seize upon this
idea for all it's worth.

K. It. Smith, trustee

But let us warn the President that he can expect little cooperation
in the carrying out of this program unless he reconsiders the firing
of a large portion of the Rollins faculty.
The reason given by the acting chairman of the college trustees,
Eugene R. Smith, for the cut in faculty is the expected loss of income
' caused by the expected one-third drop in enrollment. If only one-third
; u* today's undergraduates each sold u new student n Rollins education,
j the expected gap would be filled. Students will sell Rollins if it remains
the college they have known. If the proposeil faculty cut is carried
,out. undergraduates will be justly critical and it will l>c a miracle
j if even two-thirds of the present enrollment is met next year.

A Time To Do Great Things
The students, in a serious ami orderly manner, have shown an
interest and a willingiic.-s to sacrifice for Rollins as perhaps no other
.-Indent body in the history of the college
It is a lime to do gri'at
things. It is a time to forge ahead ns a leader among small colleges.
Where others have failed, let u< succeed!
Do not lend u- into failure and retrenchment, Dr. Wagner. I,ca,l
..• In -iicci-- such as we h a \ e never seen before.
Iti-tind ..f .living tluil -taii-lic- prove hard time- ahead stud thai
it |- lijne t.i relleliih, Ii I n- L-O l'..iwar.| If 1.111 |.i-..|tlot is finding few
• si tui./ei in a compeli'i\w market, In", i.nt-ell our compelil.ir>-\ I.eC
'"•'. ••'••
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Gregory Suspended
Temporarily Reinstated

Shortly before noon today, Alex
Gregory, Rollins student, veteran,
and graduating senior here, was
notified by Dean Alexander Waite
that he (Gregory) was suspended
as of that time.
At one o'clock this afternoon,
Dean Waite announced that the
suspension had been temporarily
lifted, . pending
reconsideration.
Waite added that as fur as he was
concerned, "No student may attack
the integrity of another person in
an irresponsible way with impunWe will suport with enthusiasm ity."
and gratitude all constructive efforts and plans of the students, individually or collectively, for the
welfare of Rollins College. We nre
The action of the Hoard of Trusopposed, to irresponsible and illconsidered actions or accusation? tees in instructing the President to
reduce
the faculty in accordance
against any person or any group.
with the I udget at this time of
Dean Stone
financial exigency does not ufleet
Dean Cleveland
the tenure policies of the College.
Dean Waite
(signed) President Paul Wagner

Three Deans Issue
Joint Statement

* * *
No Change In Tenure
Wagner Announces

STUDENTS WALK OUT
Tension Grows

Trustee,
Students,
Faculty

Faith Fails

Student opinion and dissatis
faction over delays in a decisior
on the administrative situatior
;crystalized into action on the cam' pus yesterday.
The controversy
has been raging unabated since its
Students and Faculty have to
beginnig two months ago today,
my mind shown admirable resu.nd as yet no conclusion ha.-, been
traint throughout this entire gruereached.
ling period of 'indecision and conThe opinion of the students
fusion. Now, with the school year
' most frequently repeated was that
about to close they must make a
decision concerning their plans
| the delay was continued in confor next year.
| sidcration for a man that had
i
ceased to be worthy of such conNo curriculum has been preI sideration. It was felt that the
sented for next Fall. Students and
! 4!K> non-senior students who must
Faculty do not know who will
| make arrangements, to return or
teach or what, will be taught. This
transfer for the coming year were
is an intolerable situation.
entitled to the same consideration.
They also do not know whether
Since the start of the controPaul Wagner will remain
versy the basic issues involved
As Stockholders anil employees !
have
been lost in a welter of statetiny have a right to know the]
ments and counter statements, side
policies of the corporation and !
issues, and charges of prosecution
the conditions of employment.
The majority of the students feel
A cerlain group of local trus- !
that these basic issues must lie
t-e- ami misguided townspeople I
settled now, and that propagane lost sight of the basic cause Following the announcement of faculty dismissals, for a period of approximately six weeks, (figures up
,f th,
To repeat from the ! to April 26) there was over a fifty per cent increase in undergraduate requests for transcripts over dizing for public support must lie
! thv
Hi m
stopped
before it does any further
Miiinnl Resolution re\ * period last year. An unofficial estimate stated that over fifteen transcripts were requested in
.•iglli.il
half hour period yesterday afternoon.
damage to the school.

.(Volume 55, Issue 24, May 10, 1951)
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Editorials

ItOLLLYS NEEDS INTELLECTUAL ATMOSPHERE
.. -ir si t'VtT.v week on this campus sev•:..! iiiural activities take place. And fre..jirv? t'ty those activities are characterized by
rise '.. ik of students who turn out for them.
Ann .Then students complain that there is
nothing to do un campus or that they're
really not interested in concerts, forums, and
;his soit of intellectual activity.
This brings to mind the question of why
a person comes to college. Is it not for an
education? If it is not, then why on earth
isn't it ? Colleges were not started simply to
provide places for people to gather and talk
about cars, girls, nasty professors and the
like. Rollins was not chartered for the exclusive benefit of the center-sitters who like
to watch, all the girls (or in some cases, the
boys) go by.
I* is a rare thing to hear an intellectual
discussion on this campus. If you do happen
to be talking about something intelligent,
frequently another person will come up to
you and say why on earth are you talking

'ROUNDJ ROLLINS

ahout something as dull as thatThe purpose of this editorial is not to
condemn every student on the Rollins campus. That would be far from fair and also
far from true. There are places where ono
can go on this campus and carry on a fairly
intelligent discussion —^ but these places are
few and far between. The casual simpleton
atmosphere that prevails here is not typical
of most colleges and universities.
It is to be hoped that something can be
done to improve our atmosphere. It would
help immensely if more students would take
advantage of cultural opportunities available on this campus. This does not mean you
should go to every concert, every lecture,
every play, etc. but everyone should at least
go frequently.
You came to college to get an education
(we hope) and an excellent way to supplement the education you get in class rooms is
the education you get from cultural activities. Make yourself a more well-rounded person with more to discuss and the atmosphere
on this campus is sure to become more interesting.

(Volume 67, Issue 7, November 17, 19611
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he Dean Of Men: Policeman Or Administrator?

)ean Of Men Dr. Fred Hicks States His Beliefs
: : -.w i.e., from my .id
...• •';.. • '.- •<-.; i-fi-rs I have de.
i •:• : f,i i ll'er '!:.• ilen of jeur
•-.-! • .i • .\|.:< -ion m tin- and
Uelil!

•:' the Dear.'.- Of:
Xti3i?\ This ar. f a ,or.:es of (lisi-ari Hicks '
:: i.f madness I
fi'i myjeff to a
:.- In the F.oJJturs
Sandspi r. At the risk of
popularity with
to k'ttt. a! the n-k
ostracism ! j my
Fie?', and a! the
myself pr.'-lrate

I •;-, d ;.. wonder when I was ;i
siuden! at the l'ni\ei,|t> of Michj?'..'.: I:..\V llle Dean of Men Hud
K. .: coil!.! uet i n ' " so much
V

What do you consider the most
important function of the Dean
0 f Men and how does his job fit
j n to the administrative process?
| s the Dean of Men a policeman
or an administrator?
.v-i Andrew .larksoii once s.nrl.
-\ c,iti with truth <a\ mini- i- a
suu.itii.fi ,>f dignified slavery"
F,r<>rn an adminislrative point of

7<& ^ < M ^ V beauty
303 Park Avenue, North
647-2297

T
MR. RAYMOND
from t h * famous
Fountaineblaau of
Miami Beach

MR. RICHARD
from the Now York
Hilton and
Bovorloy Hills

Vhen your hair is a problem to you,
ou should be coming to us ur highly skilled staff of

,hl\
to, I..- uni! rml> in ' to bi
- , - i . ni ami br'" id m - I' '! 'I
.:htplan; fact of the matter i- tha
sf.iJh-ibilitics ,,n the one I nd .
wear
many hats
rine expi
college standards, rights ;,nd
staled 'he Dean of Men iA
n
d
s p . n i h i l i t i e s , „ , the o i l
lei", fare it. when the wires in eduentnr. a guardian .1 r o u t w !
this complicated network of. com- an administrator, a disciplinary
munication i:ei crossed nr break a benefactor, and a scapegoat
.The only mortal- on the Hull
down ,,|| hell breaks loo.e
Hence mj must important func- campus who would make perf
tion is In see that this process Deans of Men are Dr Merrick H
works reasonably well m'is'l <>f the Dean Darrah But 'hey are ha\i
lime For ' h i - you need patirnrc too much fun seeing me suffer
1 nJ.ay sometimes wonder ah
and above all else a sense of
the role tha' I am 'required '
humor
Is the Dean of Men a police- play, but as the Bible tells -i
man'' Sometimes, but only in the rains on the just and the unju-'
sense that in any community alike on students, faculty am
there is always someone who has Deans of Men
What is the future of Fiesta?
to handle the very few who fail
I don't know It is up to the S'u
to adhere to mature standards of
Daan Hick*
conduct This is not by choice, dent. Association and the Facult;.
What went wrong with Fiesti
but
according to
Princeton's
view I am expected to see that
Dean Gauss, "there must be last year, how many people w e n
everything involving the male
involved,
and why should t h * <c
judges policemen, hangmen, and
student run* smoothly and well
Deans of Men " To some student tion* of individuals reflect on th«
. this means I am in the midI am the symbol of Victorian activity as a whole?
dle of a hurricane I am supposed
If certain of the exag2erate(
morality . . the man who forces
to be the bridge between my adthe key basketball player to drop trends of last years - Fiesta an
ministrative superiors and the
continued
wc may float the Col
off the team just before the big
st orient.-, between the students
lege into I-ake Virginia. If the
game simply because he is failing
and the faculty, between the stu
key to a successful Fiesta is ex
three subjects; to some I am the
dent- and their parents, between
cessive drinking • then we havi
temperance agitator who has a
the students and the trustees, belost the whole purpose of wha
great aversion lo bourbon and
tween the student^ and the
could
be a fine college week-end
beer; I am the one who ranks
alumni, to say nothing of beI personally would much rathe:
history ahead of flag football,
tween the students and the pubsee a three day week-end duritt,
philosophy ahead of the go go
lic The Dean of Men is expected
the Spring Term when student
parlors, chemistry ahead of frato interpret to the students the
would be free to go where tho\
ternity initiations.
policies of the College At the
pleased. But that is my opinion
But I believe most students resame time I am supposed to make
and I probably w i l l not prevail 01
clear to the faculty and my ad- gard the Dean of Men as one to
this, question.
ministrative colleagues an ac- whom they can turn for a
I don't remember how man>
curate interpretation of student straight and honest answer, one
people
went beyond the bounds ol
opinion and reaction Have you who will assist them over the
mederation
during last years fes
ever tried to interpret the opin- rought spots which occur in the
tivities. It was hard to count
ions and reactions of 1200 stu- lives of most college students I
If students want more respon
dents? Concurrently the Dean of will do this imperfectly, but I
sibility and more rights then the
challenge is clear In any mature
community it is up to the major
ity to keep in line the small
minority who have no regard for
their responsibilities as adult
Rollins agent for taking and distributing
members of the college When
orders for Pizza & Italian Food.
you fail to exercise your, ' o p m
Direct delivery to agent on campus.
ing" responsibilities you brine,
down' censure on the entire ac
GENEROUS COMMISSION
tivity and on the College as a
Contact
whole •'- students, fatuity, and
administration
What »re your thoughts about
fraternities and sororities on the
Phone 241-3617
912 W. Colonial
Rollins campus?
They are an integral
portant part of Kollins t'olb -•
This is .1 Creek oriented rumpu*
by tradition and custom As long
as the Greeks support the College
in all of its activities — academic
cultural, athletic, and v s D l
the f r a t c r n i u system at Itol-ir,
w i l l remain If the fratcfnitiehegm t<> do in .:e I,.,rm Mi
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oloring, and straightening.
\ssoon cuts and shaping - Natural wavy
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*»*atl$
Christmas will come to
}\The
/

< (I / Jb£f£

Center Street Gallery, Winter Park

Wednesday. Muvrmhtr 9. at If) n m
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then they Mill .;..
Do fraternities hinder the educational and social standards of
tha college as is often charged?
Sometimes When .1 fi.i'.«i',ty
!•••*••. half ..f their pli due , : a v <
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Authorities Write on War
l > DR. W \ l Tf R R. I r t R R K K , J r .
I 'rofcssor

BY L l O N M . SI MM I RS
Professor

I hi. p r o b l v m of A m e r i c a n i n v o l v e merit m Vict nam is an e x t r e m e l y
complicated one which the a d m i n i - t r a t i o n , w i t h all its s o u r c e s of
m i l i t a r y and related intelligence i s ,
far better equipped to s o l v e t h a n
"any individual or group of l a y m e n .

In my opinion it i s a l m o s t i m p o s s i b l e to make definitive s t a t e m e n t s
with regard to the policy that we
should adopt in Viet nam. In the
first place we do not have all the
f a c t s in our p o s s e s s i o n . In the s e cond place there a r e too many u n c e r t a i n t i e s about the situation to
w a r r a n t categorical assurances.
T h e r e a r e h o w e v e r c e r t a i n guiding
p r i n c i p l e s which would appear to be
valid: namely; I r r e s p e c t i v e of the
w i s d o m or lack of w i s d o m of our
original involvement we cannot a bandon our South V i e t n a m e s e a l l i e s
and we cannot unilaterally withdraw ;
we should e x p l o r e e v e r y avenue
looking towards a p e a c e that would
p e r m i t the pacification and r e c o n struction of Southeast Asia; and we
s h o u l d be v e r y cautious in the
e s c a l a t i o n of the war l e s t we find
o u r s e l v e s involved in a war of
major proportions and in danger Of
alienating s o m e of our s t a u n c h e s t
supporters, such a s Japan.

In my opinion, there i s good
r e a s o n for our p r e s e n c e there and
for <uir line of action but, whether
tlii^ opinion i s shared or not, it i s
up to all or us to support the g o v e r n ::!-. u t ' s p o s i t i o n in a war that will in
all p r o b a b i l i t y intensify before it i s
ended.
Then.- s e e m s to be no question
bin that the current d i s s e n t on the
p a r t of ^oiiie "intellectuals* in this
ciHintix ha^ tended to firm up the
d e t e r m i n a t i o n of North Viet nam
tn s . U \ , n m t , fiL.]cit While it is the
c o n s t i t u t i o n a l p r i v i l e g e s of all A :::<. r i i a n ^ l<> ^peak their p i e c e , it
i j h i ti.s. ii- -.oleinn r e s p o n s i b i l i t y
i" .IYOK: , , i \ i n g aid and comfort to
.in eiu in'., r e i ' a r d l e s s of the a b e; vt- "i a d e c l a r a t i o n of war.
I hi. ; T " ! ii :.n inu-st be viewed in
i. n i i
' f ;'ii. e n t i r e policy of the
l mil • ^ \ . ' „ with s p e i c a l regard
in Sotiti.vsi i A s i a . I b e l i e v e the gov • r: yid
••. de* ided c o r r e c t l y to
tai: ' .11... I .'hi in \ lei nam b e f o r e
, i: ti u.- •!• v. uh Red ( h i na is
i r- •• '. r • ; ei' i " Inmie. I b e l i e v e
tl.il

V

I I . >ui J I : ; I -

I . . I . . . [';• J ', I I ; tiu.

can and w ill

loin.' I"UI1.

By

President

Brechner,

By DR.

WT1Y

1 support our national p o l i c i e s in
Vietnam wholeheartedly and without
r e s e r v a t i o n . I b e l i e v e we m u s t m e e t
any challenge from n o n - D e m o c r a t i c
f o r c e s w h e r e v e r they threaten our
national i n t e r e s t and people wholx?l i e v e in individual f r e e d o m . Our
interest must be not to gain land
or b a s e s , but to support those people
and nations that want to be a s free
and independent as we a r e .

P A I L I . IXMdl.v
Professor

liven though t h e position o
I'nited States in A s i a m a y b<
r e s u l t of m a s s i v e structural
policy m i s c a l c u l a t i o n s and bluri
extending o v e r m o s t of the
Century, the situation in Viet
involves A m e r i c a in a militar
eration which r e q u i r e s mou
c o s t in money, life, and time w
a context of diplomatic activit;
public opinion which both in the
and long run make it impossible
the I'nited S t a t e s to achieve e
m i l i t a r y or diplomatic success
Whatever may be our rati
patriotic, or v i s c e r a l position,
a r e c o m p e l l e d to recognize the
that s o o n e r rather than later
Viet nam situation will enter a
s t a g e . In this s t a g e it may be
peeled that s o m e sort of dom<
o r d e r will be a c h i e v e d either
a c e a s e - f i r e or international
ference.
Ilie outcome will be a morvJ
plicated situation in Asia and
sent the 1 nited States with n
complex problems.
It is to i>e hoped that polii
ingenuity will e n a b l e the In
States in this new s t a g e of devil
m e n i s m a y open r o a d s vi J
m u n i c a t i o n and collaboration «.l
will help to e n c o u r a g e the acini
ment of p e a c e in -freedom a i i d i c
line s t r e n g t h . One of the i-l
o p p o r t u n i t i e s in this new period!
m the e x e c u t i o n of p l a n - tor
d e v e l o p m e n t ol the Mekong Kfl
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Editor:

I assume that your coverage of the South Viet
Nam question was designed, at least partially, to
elicit response. If so. I am responding.
First I would like to say that while few would
claim that protesters against American involvement in Viet Nam speak for a "whole generation,"
or even for a majority of the American people, it
should not be concluded that this opposition is
composed of "kooks", "beatniks" and/or communists. As a matter of fact, the debate is being
conducted on a much higher level than this; the
opposition includes such noted authorities (and
ostensibly patriotic, red-blooded Americans) as
Hans Morgcnthau and Bernard Fall, to name but
two.
But, of course, the problem is not the protesters
but Viet Nam itself. That American involvement
in that country is being debated at all indicates con
siderable confusion as to why we have committed
ourselves so heavily there. The present administration has done nothing to alleviate this confusion.
On the one hand. Secretary Rusk and Ambassador
(ioldberg state that we are in Viet Nam to suppport
a freely elected, independent government from aggression. Now everyone knows there is no freely
elected, independent government in South Viet Nam;
there is only the government under a military leader
that this country allows to exist. In addition, this
justification seems to imply that we and the South
Viet Namese military leaders would allow a communist government, if freely-elected, to control that
country. This I seriously doubt. This justification
seems clearly refuted by our own actions.
On the other hand, President Johnson «.nd Secretary McNamara tell us that we are in South Viet
Nam to halt the spread of Communism: they invoke
the old "domino theory" that as goes South Viet
Nam so goes all Southeast Asia. This is the most
popular justification for it is simple and direct, it
appeals to the American moral crusading sense by
pitting good against evil—the good guys against the
bad guys. Moreover, it is a safe theory because it
cann.it be proved or disproved unless we withdraw
from South Viet Nam. which does not seem likely
in the near future.
I am uncertain about this justification for two
reasons: first, we do not have the resources to contain the spread of communism in Southeast Asia,
lor as every schoolboy knows that area is ripe for
communist penetration. Only a drastic change in
the social, economic and political situation will make
that area stable. If the struggle in Viet Nam shows
nothing else, it makes perfectly clear that that area's
problems will be solved, not by military force, but
by revolutionary change.
My second concern with this anti-communistcrusade justification is that Bed China, not communism per se. is the motivating power in Southeast
Asia. Even if we eliminated the communist threat
there, the power of Bed China would remain. Sometimes, somewhere the I'nited States must come to
terms with this nation, as the Southeast Asians are
now trying to do.
Where this leaves this country 1 do not know.
I do know that no one has given me a satisfactory,
acceptable justification for the tremendous American commitment in Viet Nam. I can only hope that
the protesters will continue to march, that writers
will continue to oppo.se in order to force the present
administration t" construct a Southeast Asia policy
on firmer foundations in the meantime..! find little
educational benefit from seeing repeated the same
old cliches iiiul commonplaces about how the spread
of riuiimuniMii is undermining our free institutions
ami linn this nation is the meal protector of the
free VMM-ill ;•-.'IIiiis.; <;,„||ess CommuillMil. el
I' i- lull "I s.mini and fury
'i I n l e l j l l

cetera

hut is it the basis for

|iull(
l>!< JACK C I . A M
I l l s ! . I-. | 1 , | . '
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Rollins Watches Gleni1
Last Tuesday, the campus was in a state
of excitement for the major part of the day.
Astronaut John Glenn was going up into
space. Then at 9:47 a.m. he was up and thr»
wait began. After three globe-encircling
orbits, he was down, his space capsule floating in the Atlantic.
During the whole of this news-making
event, Rollins was alert. Televisions were on
all over campus with crowds of people sometimes viewing them. Radios were on everywhere and when one was not in reach of a
radio, he usually had one with him.
Classes wrere called off or held in front of
television sets. The ones that met were attended restlessly. Rollins was interested—
really interested in something that was going
on. We found this very refreshing.
Many other events of great importance go
on in the world but the only things that really seem to penetrate into the miniscule Rollins world are space flights, and, last year,
the presidential election.
Last May the school was in a similar
state of tension when Allan Shephard became
America's first man in space. In fact, we even
had a Fox Day! Tension also gripped the
school on election night in November, 1960.
Why is is that so few things really interest
the students here? On other campuses,
students get up in arms or develop extreme
interest in a wide variety of other things.
Something must be missing here because
there are so few deep interests.
This is not a simple matter of let's try
to do better or let's try to do this or that.
Something is hollow at the core. The basis of
a college is intellectual learning. Are we
being challenged enough in our courses to
promote this sort of an attitude ? Are we trying to be challenged ? Are we taking the sort
of courses that present this sort of challenge? or are we just getting by with what
we consider "snap" courses ?
It has been said that the students are
sick. Are they? Why can't there be more of
the John Glenn sort of experiences?

72, Issue 1, January 19,
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Hicks Hacks Hair]

ffc*

Reprieved souls: saved from the chopping block.

Humors have been circulating
around c a m p u s all week
Acr o r d i n g to
the
many-tongucd
bird, t h e - D e a n of Men's Office
had been pressuring certain male
s t u d e n t s to cut their hair and
shave off their beards.
Supposedly,, pressure consisted
of
personal
interviews
with
Dean Hicks followed by threats
of Lower Court. Hair had to b«
cut to the nape of the neck so
that in most instances an uninvolved viewer could distinguish
t*ie sex of the individual from
the back Beards were to be
neatly trimmed.
In an interview with
Dean
Kirouac. the facts came to the
foreground T h e r e have been no
personal interviews in the Dean's
Office nor have t h e r e been any
threats r e g a r d i n g hair or beards.
The r u m o r s started when Dean
Kirouac stated
while speaking
before the freshman men that

personal
groominu. should
be
neat and not d e t r i m e n t a l to t h e
individual.
"The
individual's
grooming
should be representative in the
most beneficial manner of himself and of the college," said
Dean
Kirouac. Something
in
these words motivated a rush to
the barber shops where several
freshman men voluntarily consigned the locks to the block.
The only pressure applied, therefore, was a declaration of Dean
Kirouac's views on good grooming.
The Dean neglected to say.
however, what would have happened if t h e hair had not been
cut according to his views.
"Dress at all times shall comply with the rules of good taste,"
Dean Kirouac quoted directly
from the R Book. He continued,
"As the Student Association has
made no definite interpretation
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of this clause, I have includ
the appearance of hair a
beards in the definition of dre
Just as it would be a violati
of this R Book if a woman we
to-the Union or Beanery in ci
lers, now-a days with the met
hair styles, ill-kempt hair ai
beards on a male student wou
also be a violation."
At t h e House meeting en M<i
day. S e p t e m b e r 25th. Dean Kir
uac emphasized the point Ui
the Deans did not want In ill
cipline any student for long ha
or unruly beards He maintaini
that it was u p to the Studei
Association to clarify the riiii
ter. But. p e n d i n g a definite
from t h e Student Associ.it ini
t h e Dean's Office will rnntim
to i n t e r p r e t t h e R Book clanin r e g a r d to length of hair an
beards.

74, Issue 2, September 29,

Dinky Line Demise Mourned

•or * » Otaky U « o were h*M Oettk*r 32 behind Rose SkiHman Hail. A t woo*,
roe*. In tmtfton t o p«y t h e i r fast respect* to t h i s grand old raitre*d tin*.

A s t h e notorious Dinky T.ine
slinks slowly into t h e sunset, one
might lorn a nostalgic e y e tow a r d s t h e historical significance
of this noisome, locomotive, o r
perhaps retrospectively contemp l a t e the sentimental gap in t h e
rustic g r a n d e u r of our p a n o r a m i c
h o m o n — but, let's not.
Let us not elicit a soulful regurgitation of t h e alleged cont r i b u t i o n s of t h e " D i n k y " to t h e
Rollins family, for its usefulness might he paralleled t o t h a t
of a srrtali model electric t r a i n
and it was aesthetically m o s t . u n appealing,
Naturally
many
alternative
uses for t h e " D i n k y " have been
proposed; t r a n s p o r t i n g b e a n e r y
supplies from t h e McCoy Mess
Hall; usinjr t h e cattle e a r s t o
carry t h e Sigma Nus t o Phi Delt
parties; affording G r i t c h and
Wynn with a direct P . 0 . W . line
to AusenwiU; c a r r y i n g d y i n g stud e n t s to t h e Du Bois H e a l t h Center; faking heads t o Miami; hiding motorcycles f r o m
Dean
Hicks; converting St into a KoolAid concession stand for Claude
Kirk; providing for faculty on-

caffipiis
living
quarter*: ami
transporting p r o t e s t o r s to the
Pentagon.
P e r h a p s f!u> most amusing aspect of t h e Dinky Line departure
is that, it hasn't. On a misty evening an awesome, rumbling may
be h e a r d as t h e Phantom P i n N
r e v e r b e r a t e s its lonely watf
t h r o u g h t h e night, waking iH«
c a m p u s to start t h e day at 3:00
AM.
T h e O r l a n d o S*n»inal produced
an expose'' on t h e famed Dinkd u r i n g t h e <3ay W s when it was
first constructed, t h e cars wre.
infamous for t h e i r remarkable
ability to leave t h e tracks. Delinquents would often pour oil
«n t h e t r a c k s so that t h e wtieef*
would spin w h e n t h e engine was
s t a r t e d . In order t o proceed, the
c r e w would have to shovel saw!
on the t r a c k s , A h . font those days
a r e goneOh s o m e w h e r e t h e r e is sad
ncss
A n't «om**wh*r*> people pout
But t h e r e is no sorrow «f B#l
tins
Mighty Dinky has flunked ««*•
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Some Have It... Some Don't.
i•-• -

My-i i:;;i >:Ur! <;•:

iiiri-siii:*, ii >•>!; hsvti it, cm »ui«> v:.-!i. Without
!:ji! <i-: far. The following is .1 rturt«oa sett"
* 1 -.-;!:>• aims d to v.!:.iU>ve- qualities; charisma
s i s it;- :!f \--h-;:i;;':'i;t at y.-mr potential. A score
li.Htr elt3ri«in« ieiisitsvi! y, and ?!;:it yoo m:ty ;;i
i right "livar.i; tba|» although yc;;i are c<J»ft|s*e<l
i >A-1\, yi'nv charisma potential is clow i; the
»l are -i.-e liixie - 'la least charismatic of all.
:.;;i. -1! the <rth»r sid*. (AftSWefS 0» pagt? 10i
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FvmmmmaMm
Happy birthday, Mother Rollins! I hup*- this week's mi\\r}rAm
tion has brought more unity and resolve t" your tearless flock.
Convocation focuses attention on your present situation yet I
think its about time to cast some light upon your shrouded
past, in particular, your first year.
Lucy Cross had the idea of founding the first college in
Florida and wished it to I* established in her home town-uf
Daytona Beach. The Reverend Charh-s Bingham presented
her idea at the first meeting of the Congregational Church Association in 1884 at Winter Park. The Association decided to
establish a committee "to report on the Public School System
of Florida and higher education."
On January 28, 1885, Edward Hooker presented the findings
to the Association which stated:

Happy Birthday
Mother Rollins
BY MARK McGUIRE
with a lot of help from the fripndly archivists

"We feel that the time has come to take the initiatory steps
toward the founding of an institution for the higher education
in the state of Florida."
A committee was immediately set up to consider possibilities for the location of the school. Many cities vied for the
school site. Frederick Lyman and Alonzo Rollins we reinstrumental in bringing Rollins to Winter Park. Through their efforts the Winter Park representative was able to pledge
$114,180 in cash, stock, and land for the building of the college.
Since this was the highest bid, the Congregational Association
voted to establish Rollins College in the village of Winter Park
(population about 350). Rollins opened its doors, in temporary
quarters, on November 4, 1885. The enacting charter of the
college state:

«.r^*{rW»m.

"Its object, which shall never be changed shall be the
Christian education of youth and, to this purpose, it proposes
to provide for its students the best educational facilities
possible and throw about them, those Christian influences
which will be adapted to restrain them from evil and prepare
them for a virtuous, happy, and useful life."

THE LIBRARY LAWN BEFORE THE LIBRARY OR THE LAWN

"You've come a long way, baby", so the commercial goes.
Let's look at Mother Rollins then and now. Let's see where
our dear, omnipotent mother has prospered and where she has
failed. Let's view her humble origins and her resplendent glory
today as she moves steadfastly forward into the seventies
(whew — that was difficult to spill out.) Ah, let's just see where
the hell she's gone since 1885.
Professor B. L. Gonzalez, who came to Rollins 1898, gives
us his first impression of Rollins:
"There, at the extreme of that village between the village
and the lake, are hidden the seven magnificent buildings that
form the celebrated Rollins College...at the shore of the most
beautiful lake in Florida."
Imagine a bewildered freshman of today as he rides past
the rustic beauty of the Fairbanks Inn or the placid scene at
Harper's or Barnett's during happy hour, on his way to that
citadel of Intellectual astuteness, the "celebrated Rollins College." Here resides the world-renown Rollins family including, the administration, those able-bodied guardians of fiscal
solvency and cherished traditions, the faculty, those caped
crusaders waging fierce battle against academic mediocrity,
and the students, those famed future basket weavers and beanery workers of tomorrow (keep plugging Larry). The burgeoning activity on campus (last one to the beach buys the beer) might
dismay the Incoming freshman; yet he can retire to the murky,
weed capital of Florida, our own Lake Virginia, to ponder his
fate.
The physical plant of Rollins College didn't quite live up tn
the charter's goals. Rex Beach, a student at Rollins from 1892
to 1896, commented, "When I first came here, Rollins was illnourished and anemic. There was no running water in any
dormitory; a hot bath was unheard of." Sound familiar. Just
ask any of the courageous residents of Pinehurst. l.vm."i. >r

THF CHAPRONE (LEFT) MISSES ALL THE FUN
WATCH THAT HAND)
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win •rave the evils of leaky s h o w e r s w i t h . n o
t u it- 1 >v broken furnaces in theil quest for g r e a t e r know\h , if th facilities a r e much l e t t e r today,
knottier interesting anecdote on the facilities of the college
:i:;. the early years i s provided by Allyn Abill, in her d e ri; tion of how Cloverleaj was furnished. She commented:
T h e y didn't have money, they said, to furnish the r o o m s ,
we took good boxes and put them together and we made
^ t r e s s e s , stuffed With moss and covered with c r e t o n n e . "
joriie of these e a r l y r e l i c s must still be floating around the
upus disguised as Simmonds air m a t t r e s s e s . Anyway, i t ' s
:y disheartening to wake up in the morning, scratching fevshly or suddenly hae to look up while sitting upon one of the
l e g e ' s sturdy couches. I t ' s better than nothing. I g u e s s .
rhe students at Rollins then didn't have to much to complain
)ut considering the overall expenses p e r y e a r . C h a r g e s for
t h r e e - t e r m academic y e a r , of 32 weeks were: Tuition $18
- t e r m , Board $48 per t e r m , furnished room with light, $12,
nging th total cost per year to $234. (Oh! for the good old
is). J u s t think — for the happy havens we r e s i d e in today
pay only $1000 or s o . Admittedly, we do have extra benefits
;h a s m o d e r n bureaus with handles that fall off and rickedty
tkcases to hold th ample supply of books we use throughout
year.
fudge Donald Cheney of Orlando recalls that in 1904, the
ir they installed e l e c t r i c lights in Winter P a r k , one student
knowing how to turn the light off, tucked it in his d r a w e r ,
ting, the d r a w e r on fire (he must have been a science m a ).
)ex Beach gives us an excellent picture of the problems of
Igeting allowances which still plaque the Rollins student
ay:

s i o n s and s a y s , "Dull, 1 want to p i t«• h'-lln, . " t •*:.!• .. ':•
d i r e c t o r r e p l i e s , "How much d"es your falh- i < a m . ' ' ' -; «
"Duh, I can't count dat high;" (Dirt"'tor) .--it, U\>* ••• n e n . \ i
get down here and r e g i s t e r . "
Maybe Joe Jock oun develop some level of coiuj.-t.-i..•• , j .—
vided of c o u r s e , that the college l i b r a r y ' s volume? ..;• i l . quate and up to date. After being opened for l i v y e a r s , the
Rollins College l i b r a r y liad grown to 3000 volumes by l.-til
I'm sure those 3000 volumes can still be found in Mill;- Mem o r i a l L i b r a r y , probably in the c u r r e n t history and bioc h e m i s t r y sections.
A student body i s academically motivated and intellectual!
competent in direct relation to the teaching p r o w r e s s of it
faculty. Marjorie B. Sloaterman gives us an amusing sketc!
of one of the teaching faculty at Rollins in 1891:
" A l s o Dr. Baker, all unknowning changed my whole life. He
had written a physics textbook which had fallen into the hands
of one Glancy O. Wallace in Pittsburgh. When Glancy needed
brushing up on physics to get an engineering job in Central
A m e r i c a , he came to Rollins to study under the author of a
book he had greatly a d m i r e d . He didn't go to Central America*
In fact, he promptly lost interet in p h y s i c s .

'As spending money I received three dollars each and every
nth. Out of that, I paid my general overhead and saved two
5 which I spent for drink. Another boy and I found that, for
[uarter, we could buy six bottles of pop, and six bottles just
ely satisfied the t h i r s t of a slave to the soft drink habit. Once
nonth, therefore, he and I. . .indulged o u r s e l v e s in a pop
iauch and lurched back to the campus belching luxuriosly
issorted f l a v o r s . "
t'e're in the big league today. We've got a little more cash
throw around; yet we still have to set aside funds for the
entials such a s b e e r , tape decks, s t e r e o s and monarch notek s . Then we provide for the incidentals such a s textbooks
toiletries.
>nce a day, the f e a r l e s s bands of gulping g r e e k s trudge forth
heir Cougars or P o r s c h e s in s e a r c h of drink. About closing
e, they begin to stagger homeward, belching forth luxuriousin a s s o r t e d scents of r u m , scotch, or, for the plebians
Dng us, b e e r . Without fail, they r i s e the following morn,
s blurred and heads spinning, yet ready to tackle Rollins
d e m i e s . They are among the fortunate few whom Mother
lins has carefully picked to grace her hallowed halls of
rning.
.ccording to a Rollins College announcement of 1886, r e reiuents for admission to Rollins were very high, the stands Ix'ing those of New England colleges. Candidates for adsiun to the college were required to have had thorough
par'ation in Latin, Greek, F r e n c h , a r i t h m e t i c , geometry,
si'ilogy, r.e'jgraphy, r h e t o r i c , history of the United S t a t e s ,
e r e and Rome, and in political science. "It is not s u r p r i s that enrollment in the college was small, such entrance
lire ine tits could s c a r c e l y be achieved in any p r e p a r a t o r y
I'll 111 the s t a t e . "
I*' W!..-ie have '.vi• gone a -tray. H e r e ' s an updated version
i .'. Ilin application, Jm- Jock, a P a r s o n s College reject,
it- t i •. iv.i full'-.'- another try, and so he calls Upon Mother
li: . ' •:. • ; ;• i:.!» r 13. he i• Ji• -1J*-•-. the d i r e c t o r of a d m i s -

THE ORIGINAL JOLLI ROLLIES

If you've e v e r sat through a boring c l a s s at Rollins ( h e a w h
knows, i t ' s not improbable) you can sympathize with the plight
of this student. L e t ' s not dump all the blame on the faculty.
Rollins' reputationwill only be a s good a s her student body i s .
We've got many Joe J o c k s h e r e . They don't help the overall
a c a d e m i c standing of Rollins.
How do you get a truly academic atmosphere at Rolliu••? >.you set up s t r i c t r u l e s , supposedly conductive to h a n d l e / ,
which everyone must conform to or do you seek to v»tabh.},
a more relaxed environment, emphasizing the student's, individuality Mother Rollins, during the e a r l y y e a r s , tho'Kht t:.'
f o r m e r method to be more expedient. Rule.-, iiul.ii. i daily
attendance at chapel and forbade the 'use oi i n t . \ i e i \ - : ,
d r i n k s , use of tobacco within the college campus, all i i::
gambling and loitering in billard saloons or similar j L •
r e s o r t . " On F r i d a y evenings gentlemen were J».-I mitt- : I
i..
upon ladies in the reception room of the ladies. .«. . :.4>
Picture such r u l e s in force today. Life hith- !••:;..
ii .
be too pleasant. You'd see frown in- n bai.nn r • .:
against the walls, screaming piteuiisly but 'lie ••< i !,.:,'•
b o o / / - ! " You'd see peopl,. u. r ithiiij. in ••-•:.•.•-:! l :
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N o w y o u can
protect yourself
against muggers, rapists
and worse w i t h this
amazing new whistle. Wear it
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range
penetrating shrill brings help in a hurry. The next dark
night (that's t o n i g h t ! ) y o u ' l l feel a lot safer just knowing
y o u have the greatest protection in the w o r l d . Gives
obscene phone callers a shrilling earful, t o o .
GET IT B E F O R E Y O U H A D ' I T !
C O M E IN OR M A I L H A N D Y C O U P O N
Yes! I w a n t t o be saved! Send me
L o n d o n - L i k e Whistles
Key Chain
Necklace
(Number)
Chrome
I enclose $ 5 . 0 0 f o r each L o n d o n - L i k e
Whistle. I understand t h a t if I am not
t o t a l l y satisfied, I w i l l receive a complete
r e f u n d if returned in 10 days.
NAME
STREET N U M B E R .
CITY

Family Jewels Ltd.
3431 West Villard Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209

STATE

ZIP.

U ^ t ^
Chirping like mad, for tis Spring.
All decked out and freshly stocked.
Waiting to help the Easter bunny with his chores!

A very gifty shop.
150 PARK AVENUE, S.

WINTER PARK

PHONE 644-1187
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Allison

am Schroeder

Sis issue of the Rollins SANDSPUR has been dedicated
students who have died in the campus disorders

Kraus

to those four

at Kent State

i

University in Ohio.

rhaps the dedicating of this issue will do little to right a

wrong on the parts of many people,

but we must do

tremendous

something

because we are all human..... and we feel.

At times like these it is indeed
remain

unemotional

difficult

to

and silent..... pray for the US.A.
the staff

y Scheuer

Jeffrey Mill
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FROM THE PEN
OF HUGH McKEAN
*** PROCLAMATION ***
(of May 6, 1964)
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WHEREAS, the tradewinds now add softness to the nights and freshness to the days; and phlox, that glorious flower of May, is ablaze in the
Parsonage garden; and mocking birds are adding special magic to it all; and
WHEREAS, the time has come to put the College back on the track, it
having been diverted by studies, tests, assignments, and other irritating
measures devised by faculties throughout the years to drain the joy from
college life; and
WHEREAS, on last year's FOX DAY, the students did all assemble in
the Chapel, thereby making FOX DAY this year a certainty; and
v
WHEREAS, it is spring for foxes as well as students, and therefore time
for THE FOX to be relieved from the routine which ensnares him;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, THE FOX, do hereby cancel all classes, meetings, conferences, appointments, or gatherings previously scheduled for
Wednesday, May, 6, and do declare that day FOX DAY;
THEREBY giving the students of Rollins College an opportunity to
assemble in their cars and to proceed with dispatch to the beaches, springs,
or other places, driving with care, and to enjoy themselves in conversation,
sports, games, or other diversions of a noble and elevating nature, reminding them, however, that a
LUAU will be served in Rose Skillman Hall, complete with roast pig
and other dishes having their origin in the islands, from the hours of six to
nine, together with dances and music from Hawaii, a joy to eye and ear;
and
I DO ALSO HEREBY give the. faculty a day of freedom on which to
read or rest, according to their needs or inclinations;
BUT I DO ALSO solemnly remind the students that at ten o'clock in
the evening of that day, they are to assemble with no exception in the
Chapel as a family, this being their way of making certain that THE FOX
will visit Rollins next year, and there it is my fervent wish that the choir
will sing, giving their customary attention to rhythm and harmony, thereby
revealing to the students a kind of beauty not ofteh achieved by choirs college or not; and
I DO ALSO charge the President to speak to the College, neither reading nor rambling, but giving due consideration to a point or points, and
omitting all humor, or what might pass for humor, or what might be
intended to pass for humor;
AFTER WHICH, I charge the students to weigh in their minds the
several implications of what he might say -- and then to bed, letting their
thoughts dwell for a while on the quality of Rollins College, it being a
, special kind not found everywhere;
AND, FINALLY, a sly wink to Flora for reasons which she knows quite
well, but cannot tell - Alas!
THE FOX
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for the last time, thank God.
Tuesday 7:39 p.m.
I guess Mao was correct when
he said that there is no peace
of mind, there is always contradiction. Last week an entire
nation of young people demonstrated and made themselves
known to their President and
Congressional leaders. Charles
Palmer, President of the National Student Association, called for the impeachment of Richard Milhouse Nixon, and even
passed a petition around to colleges and universities that are
members of NSA to be signed
by the presidents of those student bodies.
We all wept on the library
lawn when Dean Darrah offered
a prayer for those four students
at Kent State; we felt like we
have never felt before. You
thought, "My God, it's finally
here; it's in my back yard now!*
That's what you thought, because
I was thinking it and many people
told me they were thinking it.
"Man, I'm not going to class.
I gotta get out on that strike
line and let all those 'rednecks'
know how I feel about this thing. *
Then, on the nights beforehand, we had a five-hour Assembly meeting on how we were
going to organize this thing and
it was the same people all over
again, right? Right! Oh, what
a lovely war! Oh, what a great
issue! What a great time to feel
humane and treat everyone like
your brother.
Yeah, we did a great job. But,
that was last week. The week
before that it was environmental
action and the week before that...
Just a little over a week after
Kent State, there were students
killed in Jackson, Mississippi;
only these students were black,
two of them, dead. PHILIP L.
GIBBS, age 21, a Jackson State
student and the father of an
infant boy, and JAMES EARL
GREEN, a high school student;
they are DEAD now. They were
killed when 150 bullets were
fired into a dormitory by city
police and highway patrolmen.

Okay, what are we going to do
about it, people? The police
now deny all comments on sniper fire. Before, they stuck
to that belief strenuously- sound
familiar? Now, why don't we
see as much public discussion
of it on this campus? Why net?
I ask myself this question and
there only seems to be one answer: they were black, weren't
they? Yes, they were, and that
makes us sound like a bunch of
bigots, doesn't it?
This has been going on in the
South for years, blacks getting
killed left and right. The young
people working for SNCC or the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee saw it. They knew
about it, they screamed—no one
listened.
You see what I meant about
contradiction? We are setting
double standards: "If our guys
catch it, we demonstrate; if their
guys catch it, well, that's happened for years." We are not
being honest with ourselves.
Many of us are yelling about
what's wrong with America, including myself. Perhaps the
trouble with America is not all
the Richard Nixons or the Spiro
Agnews or the Mendel Rivers or
the William Fulbrights- it may
be us. How does that sound?
Could there be another silent
majority lurking in the diploma
factories?
"So,* we say, "what's the solution?'' To be hone st with yourself, I suppose, Spiro Agnew may
be thought of as a narrow-minded, poor excuse for Vice President, but, he's pretty honest with
himself and the American people. For instance, this excerpt
is from a speech given in Florida
recently: "Let us not be naive
enough to believe that there are
no seeds of revolution in the
rebellion that radical young people describe as the 'movement.'
Let us be candid enough to face
the fact that the spawning ground
...of the move mentis the American unive r sity. • Now that's honesty.

Another example of honesty
comes from a 19-year-old girl
from a small California college.
She is Linda Eldridge. Linda
says: "The young people - my
brothers - I see them growing
ugly and irrational and I hear
them saying things that are not
different from Johnson's words
and justifications about Vietnam. Our parents hate us, our
politicians desert us, our hopes
simply grew old and died. I
sound as though I am wallowing
in self-pity because the world
is too harsh. I'm not. I am
only very tired.*
That is indeed honesty. It's
also lament and a call for some
kind of love.
Many of you may think that
this article is a bit heavy for
the last issue of the year. Perhaps I am being presumptuous
there, I HOPE NOT. However,
for last week and the week before and the week before we
committed ourselves to: environmental action, Kent State,
Cambodia...We have all reached
that point and there's no turning
back, there's no turning back,
there's no turning back, there's
no turning back, there 'S...WE
ALL BELONG HERE, amen.
Typically yours
for the summer,
M.D.C.
(Volume 76, Issue 25, May 22, 197\

BIRTH CONTROL
INFORMATION
FREE counseling and
Referral for related
problems.
Pregnancy testing
OPEN 9am - 6pm
Mon.- Fri.
CENTRAL FLORIDA BIRTH
CONTROL SERVICES
45 W. Central
425-5514
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Facts and Observances: A Commentary
A TRIBUTE TO EDWARD R. MURROW
by
Donald R. Wilson

Call hallelujah, call deep thanks, call amen,
The strong men keep coming on.
-*• Carl Sandburg, 'Upstream'
Rock-jawed and stern, intractably somber in his absolute dignity; probing, pensive and poised in hard-cut granite; the dark English-cut suit, the
steady and careful delivery in that slowly measured, full and even cadence;
the deep, sober eyes and," always, the cigarette - burning at leisure, held
with easy strength between the firm lean fingers, smoke curling in a broad,
incessant flow — which in time became his trademark: Edward R. Murrow.
A full six feet and a rugged, stubborn frame; intense yet calm, restless and
r e l a x e d , dignified but earthly. "America's unofficial ambassador to
Britain," William S. Paley called him. "The conscience of America," said
John F. Kennedy; "the skeptical idealist," commented William L. Shirer.
And that was Ed Murrow. "He was a shooting star," said Eric Sevareid
when Murrow died in 1965, "and we will live in his afterglow a very long
time."
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Despite the secure stature of his inimitable reputation — which was
inviolably established long before he resigned from CBS in 1961 after 25
years of service — Edward R. Murrow has become a legend this past
decade; and his stirring example lives today not only as a guide and inspiration to future journalists, but as a genuine testament to all that dignity,
decency, personal integrity, conscience and relentless committment, exercised with thorough dedication by the individual, can admirably amount
to. The simple result, Murrow would say, of "hard work" - of "the belief
in the dignity of the individual and the conviction that any belief worthy
of an individual must be hammered out by that individual on the anvil of
experience."
He did not found electric journalism; it had been practised with limited
success years before his full exposure to it. But, following Elmer Davis and
H. V. Kaltenborn, he extended the medium into wider dimensions than it
had ever before reached and, since his death, was ever to reach again. Surpassing Davis and Kaltenborn, he transformed electric journalism into an
art, which even today on countless tapes and in writing remains vibrantly
alive, as complex in simplicity as a poem, as dynamic and colorful as the
most involved mural.
He was, wrote his colleague and friend Eric Sevareid, "the first great
literary artist of a new medium >f communication." And, says Sevareid:
"It is his and — I sometimes think — his alone, never to be shared."
Born the youngest of three sons on August 25 of 1908 to Roscoeand
Ethel Murrow just outside Greensboro, North Carolina, Egbert Roscoe
Murrow knew the South for only five years. The family soon moved west
to Skagit County in the state of Washington, where Egbert grew up exposed to the rough and busy life of the lumberjack, by which trade his
father sustained the family. Egbert was a hunter in those days; he was a
lumberjack himself, and an eager if not always an attentive student. More
than anything else he loved to talk, a preoccupation he carried with him to
Washington State College, where he avidly studied speech - under the
teacher whom he would hold in high esteem all his life: Ida Lou Anderson
- and history and, on the side, drama. Joining the National Student Federation as president in 1930, he traveled to New York City, as Edward R.
Murrow now, and shortly thereafter he went to Europe.
Representing American students abroad, Ed Murrow saw Europe first
-hand in the days before World War II. He witnessed the incipient rise of
AJoif Hitler in Germany as he exchanged ideas on education, politics and
philosophy with other Germans, Englishmen, Italians and Frenchmen. In
1934, he married Janet Brewster; and in 1935, he was hired by CBS as
"director of talks" - and not as a reporter - in New York City. Soon, in
that capacity, he was sent to London.
"Marriage has always been and still is an extremely serious business for
me, but I have unlimited confidence in us," he wrote Janet Brewster before
their marriage. "So many people stop growing and expanding when they
are married. We shall be the kind of people whom people will look twice at
when we are fifty — of whom our children may be proud. We shall make of
our lives a real work of art."
In a peculiar parallel, CBS News would grow with Murrow and Janet as
a cogent vehicle of communications over the next bleak and terrifying
decade. Within that time, all of England and most of America would leam
to know the sound of Murrow's voice; and Murrow himself would establish
a new and totally unique form of reporting - a blend of the essay, the
literary sketch, the facts and the observances - that would lift the electronic media to sudden journalistic prominance in the world.
Years later he would comment that, as Alexander Kendrick records, he
was "lucky to be where he was when he was."
He flew from London on March 13, 1938 to Vienna, when he related
Hitler's sudden march into Austria. Broadcast journalism at once came of
age. Correspondents in Paris, Berlin, London and Rome participated with
Murrow in the 35-minute broadcast that reached New York by way of aj
series of short-wave reports and a massive series of wire hook-ups across the!
European continent. Murrow literally overnight became director of news
for CBS in London, in time for his most famous scries of broadcasts: "This
is London" during the Battle of Britain.
And, 6n Murrow's vigilant coverage during the Battle of Britain, he
states that the "moral performance in those deadly weeks is not likely tfl
be equaled by any reportorial voice or pen in this generation."

Never simulating or faking a story, Ed Murrow reported the Battle of
Britain with painstaking precision and intense concern. It wasn't easy, and
it was always demanding. Murrow rarely sought shelter. Driving through
the London streets during the fiercest aerial attacks, he often spoke into
the microphone as buildings crumbled about him and fire spread from
block to block. From different roof-tops about the city, he would watch
the RAF perform its severe duty in a ghastly spectacle of flak and conflagration against the night-time stars. He would cruise the Thames recording
events and rarely writing but, as Sevareid points out, back at CBS London
headquarters he would "walk up and down the studio or office, dictating
to someone else."
Edward R. Murrow brought the devastating particulars of an encroaching war in its inevitable threats home to America, defending always the
staunch and undismayed endurance of a rugged people who refused to surrender to Hitler. "As Americans become more hysterical," he wrote his
parents from London, "you may read and hear some pretty hard things
about your overgrown baby, for I propose to report this war, not preach
about it."
"During the last few weeks," he told America, "Europe has been like a
man in a darkened house throwing open door after door in search of light."
Quentin Reynolds wrote about the war in magazines; Ernie Pyle
recorded the events centering around the life of the G.I. in newsprint; and
Ed Murrow caught the ominous spectacle in speech. He was everywhere,
working tirelessly - on the beach in North Africa, from the front with the
troops, on ships at sea and, perhaps most famous, from the bomber "D for
Dog" flying over Berlin.
"Dead ahead there was a whole chain of red flares looking like stop
lights. Another Lane was coned on our starboard beam. The lights seemed
to be supporting it. Again we could see those little bubbles of colored lead
driving at it from two sides. The German fighters were at him . . . The small
incendiaries was going down like a fistful of white rice thrown on a piece
of black v e l v e t . . . The cookies - the four-thousand-pound high explosives
— were bursting below like great sunflowers gone mad. And then, as we
started down again, still held in the lights, I remembered that the 'Dog' still
had one of those cookies and a whole basket of incendiaries in his belly,
and the lights still held us. And I was very frightened."
The CBS News staff increased its size under Murrow's care to include
Bob Trout and Charles Collingwood, John Daly, Howard K. Smith, Paul
Manning and Richard C. Hottelet. Under his insistence, they reported not
only the news, but the facts and the incidents behind the new, stressing the
color and character of the particular event. And when the Allies pounded
through Germany, Murrow was with them, traveling with Pa.tton's Third
A r m y . As t h e war ended, he stopped at the Nazi death camp in
Buchenwald, where he reported:
"When I entered, men crowded around, tried to lift me to their shoulders. They were too weak. Many of them could not get out of bed. I was
told that the building has once stabled eighty horses. There were 1200 men
in it, five to a bunk. The stink was beyond all description . . . They called
the doctor. We inspected his records. There were only names in the little
black book, nothing more - nothing of who these men were, what they
had done or hoped. Behind the names of those who had died there was a
cross. I counted them. They totaled 242,242 out of 1200 in one month. As
I walked down to the end of the barracks, there was applause from the
men too weak to get out of bed. It sounded like the handclapping of
babies, they were so weak . . . As we walked out into the courtyard, a man
fell dead."
And finally on March 10, 1946, Edward R. Murrow broadcasted for the
last time from London. "Tomorrow I'm coming home for good," he said,
after 10 years.
"It was customary during the war to say that democracy was on trial,
and indeed it was. It survived, but the trial is not yet ended . . . It will, I
think, be determined by the degree to which Americans understand the
role in world affairs that has been thrust upon them. And the importance,
not only of our decisions but of our example. We.have, whether we like it
or not, come into our full inheritance, our full strength."
He expressed his appreciation for the kindness the British had shown
him during the war; he thanked the people for "tea, hospitality and infor-
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mation" and "on occasion, information" — before he and Janet head©
home to New York, where Ed had earned a job as CBS vice-president.
That prestigious desk job didn't last long, though, not even two years
During this short period Murrow, in his executive position, tended t
emphasize the importance Of public service and news broadcasts on radi
- which he considered to be radio's prime duty — above frivolous situ*
tion comedies and tedious soap operas. He worked to give correspondent
wider freedom in their coverage and broadcasted opinions, and attempt©
to direct CBS funds into broad journalistic, rather than pure entertair
ment, channels. But he could not keep away from the microphone and, ii
1947, he was back on the air. He was reporting again.
Edward R. Murrow's week-day radio-news program remained on the ai
for 12 years, and it established virtually every technique — from theinte
national news "round-up" to the autonomous news "commentary" tha
has since become standard. Always concise and carefully delivered, th
news by Murrow set the precedent for the CBS style of journalism "temperate yet crisp, dignified but informal, never condescending and
always, probing behind the news," as described by reporter Alexande
Kendrick. Quiet and understated but simultaneously trenchant and powei
ful, the nightly Murrow commentary - the "think-piece" as he put it because the warmly analytic editor'al that, transcending hard news, consist
ently championed the potential nobility of democracy and the essentia
dignity of men, while it debunked the sham, the conformistic, the facil
and the repressive. Few subjects disinterested Murrow and he never scoffei
at any serious, sincere and valid idea. He was, as Carl Sandburg said of him
"reporter, historian, inquirer, actor, ponderer, seeker"; and the diversity o
his range and the genuine integrity that moulded his concern expandei
into all his journalistic ventures, adding greater force to Emerson's though
that, truly, "the great man makes the great thing."
Out of his nightly news program the weekly "Hear It Now" series devel
oped, and his partnership with Fred Friendly began. What lay ahead fo
them was, quite suddenly, television.
"Most news is made up of what happens in men's minds, as reflected ii
what comes out of their mouths. And how do you put that in pictures?'
he asked in 1949. He recognized the potential but saw the awesome powe
of t.v. journalism as he carefully prepared his entrance into it. "We*need tc
argue this out," he said, "before the patterns become set and we all begii
to see pictures of our country and the world that just aren't true."
His solution was simple honesty, and when he and Fred Friendly presented "See It Now" to the American public in 1951, he stressed just that.
He believed that television should not only provoke, but illuminate. The
"See It Now" camera punctuously recorded detail; icily, it picked up the
image at a detached, lucid distance, but never acted alone. Believing the
word must fight the image and take prime, speculative prominance,
Murrow relied on the force of narration and comment in his t.v. documentaries, and never allowed the camera to obtrude overbearingly across
the stated issue. And, again, Murrow was everywhere. On the front lines
with the soldiers in Korea at Christmas; on the flight line for a simulated
atomic bomb run; in the United Nations, at the White House, in London,
in Berlin and in Israel; discussing nuclear relations and disarmament with
Howard K. Smith stationed in Paris; interviewing J. Robert Oppenheimer;
appraising school desegregation and the rising momentum of nationalism in
Africa.
"See It Now" never shied from controversy. The series in fact often
anticipated news and made news. Murrow and Friendly examined the
effect of cigarette smoking in the developement of cancer long before the
Surgeon General's 1964 report; they examined the effects of nuclear fallo u t . They helped to censure Joe McCarthy, and they saved Milo
Radulovich.
In Dexter, Michigan, in 1953, an Air Force Reserve lieutenant had been
classified as a security risk by his superiors because of the alleged leftist
beliefs of his sister and father. His name w<fs Milo Radulovich, and he had
served eight years in the Air Force; there were no witnesses and no clear
evidence - only vague suppositions and accusations - against him. But he
faced a dishonorable discharge because he had refused to resign, and had
refused to sever relations with his family. The "See It Now" cameras went
to Dexter, and on October 20 Murrow proved all the accusations false.
Radulovich's father in fact no Communist; and his sister stated that she

shared no similar political views with her brother. Oddly enough, CBS did
not advertise the program after the Air Force had attempted to block its
airing. Murrow and Friendly spent $1500 of their own money to pay for
advertising in the New York Times. That evening, at the end of the presentation, Murrow concluded: "whatever happens in this whole area of the
relationship between the individual and the state, we will do it ourselves. It
cannot be blamed upon Malenkov or Mao Tse-tung, or even our allies. And
it seems to us that is a subject that should be argued about endlessly."
The Air Force dropped its charges against Milo Radulovich five weeks
later.
Five months later, the "See It Now" cameras filmed several Congressional hearings presided over by Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin.
Skillfully capturing the malicious force of McCarthy's tedious brow-beating, his indifferent and smug disinterest with his various witnesses, and his
blunt and stolid manipulation of half-truths and slander, "See It Now"
uncompromisingly illustrated the biased tactics of Joe McCarthy's witchhunts, and cogently brought to light how the Senator ceaselessly intimidated but never investigated, how he accused but never proved, and in
the process had frightened an entire nation.
"No man can terrorize an entire nation unless we are all his accomplices," said Ed Murrow on March 9, 1954 in his bold challenge to Senator
McCarthy. He continued:
"We must remember always that accusation is not proof and that conviction depends upon evidence and due process of law. We will not walk in
fear, one of another. We will not be driven by fear into an age of unreason
if we dig deep in our history and our doctrine and remember that we are
not descended from fearful men, not from men who feared to write, to
speak, to associate and to defend causes where were for the moment unpopular.
"This is no time for men who oppose Senator McCarthy's methods to
keep silent. We can deny our heritage and our history, but we cannot
escape responsibility for the result. There is no way for a citizen of a republic to abdicate his responsibilities."
In the next few weeks, a constant barrage of further accusations, of
insults, smears and frenzied denunciations issued from McCarthy in print
and over the media against Murrow. The Senator at once labeled him a
"subversive and Communist." But his words remained ineffective. He had
been vanquished; and, a few months passing, the Senate would censure
him, and his desperate investigation would end.
Now, despite his great success as analyst and commentator, the name
Edward R. Murrow began to vanish slowly from the mass communications
marque. This is ironic because he further directed his journalistic prowess
over television and radio wires and a news series of public service presentations resulted from his efforts. There was the popular interview program
"Person to Person" in addition to "See It Now" Over the radio, Murrow
presented "CBS Reviews the Press." He established "CBS Reports" and
"Eyewitness" and the politically-oriented "Small World" discussion program, and the annual year's end gathering of international correspondents,
"Years of Crisis." But his popularity among CBS officials was fading.
News on television and radio, despite its importance, is always a
commodity. If it doesn't sell, then usually it is not broadcasted. Electronic
journalism must pay for itself or it won't survive for long. And it rarely
pays for itself.
Murrow faced this problem in the late 1950's. Little by little his programs scored less admirably in the rating statistics. The CBS corporate
executives gave the public what they thought it wanted or, at least, presented it with what they wanted to present it, and vicariously shaped the
national taste. "Which came first," A british critic asked, "the program or
the taste for it?" And the taste oddly favored escapism. Cowboys, doctors,
befuddled husbands and awkward housewives, toothy announcers hosting
mindless quiz shows filled up the prime time screen and, despite the
clutter, built only a void. Original t.v. drama has disappeared; the lucid,
pensive documentary was following its oblivious path.
"In an industry given to rule by committee, he was always an individual," Alexander Kendrick writes of Murrow. "He did what he thought had
to be done on the air, and worried about the consequences later. He had no
tolerance of government and other forces opposed to free broadcasting,
forces which a corporation had to take into account."
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Relations were strained between Murrow and CBS by 1960. He protested the corporate interference with journalism, and, always the center of
controversy, in his stubborn defiance he was the target of consolidated
powers in politics as well as in the press that sought to limit the scope and
open efficiency of electronic journalism. "Either we believe in the intelligence, good judgement, balance and native shrewdness of the American
people, or we believe that government should investigate, intimidate and
finally legislate," he had commented in 1947 against the Hollywood blacklists. And now that American public had deserted him; legislating against
him, they preferred to look at soap operas.
Edward R. Murrow left CBS in 1961 and, the last four years of his life,
served as director of the United States Information Agency under John
K e n n e d y ' s administration. His official task was communications: to
advance American ideas in foreign nations. It was close to propaganda, but
he chose to remain loyal to those goals he saw as his responsibility to maintain: "not to capture but to free men's minds."
"To be persuasive," he told John Kennedy, "we must be believable. To
be believable, we must be credible. To be credible, we must be truthful."
An inveterate cigarette smoker most of his adult life — consuming, a
times, up to 80 in one day — he suffered from lung cancer in -the early
sixties; and his left lung was removed in 1963. He remained at his government post as long as his health allowed. But his health had suddenly failed,
and he resigned in 1964. Exhausted, disillusioned with the profession he
had so diligently helped to build, in despair over the fate of his nation and
the people he had so devoutly championed in the past, a weak and doddering Ed Murrow has honored by the British as a Knight Commander of the
British Empire, in 1965.
Weeks later, on April 27, he died of a brain tumor. In accordance with
his last wishes, Janet had his body burned, and his ashes were scattered
across the land that was part of his home in Pauling, New York.
"The speed of communications is wondrous to behold," he had said in
1964. "It is also true that speed can multiply the distribution of information that we know to be untrue. The most sophisticated satellite has no
conscience. The newest computer can merely compound, at speed, the
oldest problem in the relations between human beings, and in the end the
communicator will be confronted with the old problem, of what to say and
how to say it."
He had said ii-all, and more — with unmatched eloquence, the simple
exercise of conscience and integrity, by the high standard of dignity.
Speaking from the heart, he sternly judged the issues before him by the
brain: his total conscience, his spirit, guided him. After his death, Milo
Radulovich wrote Janet Murrow: "Wherever men cherish human freedom
and dignity, Ed Murrow's spirit will forever stand. To him, we owe what
life and freedom is ours."
Electronic journalism owes him as much as well. A giant, that was
Edward R. Murrow; and his exercised that giant's strength with gentility
and restraint. I recall how he would captivate my childhood home and,
long after his sign-off, the presence — the voice, the appearance and manly
poise - would linger, yet compelling, yet precise, yet crisp and illuminating.
What killed you, Ed Murrow? Was it that constant tobacco that was so
much of your life? Was it exhaustion or despair? You had written your
parents in the mid-1930's: "It's a pretty rotten world, isn't it? No one can
look at what is happening without realizing that civilization is disintegrating and there are no standards left. Everyone is lost and wandering in a
thick fog." As a seer, you spoke perhaps more than you knew, and, I fear,
you addressed yourself more to my times than your own. You always considered yourself a simple reporter. Were you an anachronism by 1965, Ed
Murrow, when standards and dignity and honor and work suddenly meant
less than before? Did the tide of the times simply turn against you and cast
you out? We can only wonder. You were more our full conscience that
either of us realized. You remain an example to us as men and as workers,
and we'll not see your like again. Similarly, some day, perhaps; but not
totally. And never before the spirit of the times permits a like strength its
sustainance in your fashion. We await undismayed the return of that
presence to earth — somehow, at some time.
Until then, we close: "Good night and good luck."
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When we hired these
researchers, we invited
them to raise more questions
than they answered.

Making your mark in business used to mean carving a comfortable niche for yourself and staying there. Promotion was simply a
matter of time, provided you could spend 20 years in the process.
But, today, business depends on technology. Technology that
can't wait a moment if it's going to keep pace with what's happening.
That's why, at Kodak, our basic reliance on scientific research
makes the need for creative young minds more demanding than
ever. We must have people with drive and ambition, impatient to
put what they've learned into practice. People who get all the
freedom and responsibility they can handle, and tackle our problems with their ideas.
Which, we're happy to say, has helped many of our scientists
yield important discoveries. For example:
The woman on the left has devised new and improved photographic materials for specialized scientific applications in fields
such as astronomy and holography. The young man is an expert on
surface analysis. His work in photoelectron spectroscopy helps
to identify unknown substances. The woman on the right has a

dual background in gas chromatography and trace metal analysis,
which she's applied to analyzing pollution in rivers and streams.
They came up with new problems while solving some of our
old ones. But they've uncovered some promising answers, too.
As they continue their research, you may read about them again.
The oldest is just over 30.
Why do we give young men and women so much room to
test their ideas? Because good ideas often lead to better products.
Which are good for business. And we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering our own business interests, we also furthe
society's interests. Which makes good sense.
After all, our business depends on society. So we care what
happens to it.

Kodak.
More than a business.
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